Yes, Rite in the Rain is a wood-based & recyclable paper, but unlike plain paper; it won’t turn to mush when exposed to:

![rain storms](image1) ![heavy sweat](image2) ![soaked work area](image3) ![oil & grease](image4) ![mud & grime](image5) ![laundry mishap](image6)

**USE WET OR DRY**
- most pens stop writing when wet
- **ALL PENCILS**
- **RITE IN THE RAIN PENS**
- **WAX MARKERS**
- **CRAYONS**
- **OIL PASTELS / PAINT**

**WHEN DRY ONLY**
- what you write won’t wash off
- **PERMANENT MARKERS**
- **STANDARD BALLPOINTS**

**WON’T WORK**
- water-based inks bead off sheet
- **GEL PENS**
- **MOST HIGHLIGHTERS**
- **FOUNTAIN PENS**
- **WATER COLORS**
- **ACRYLIC PAINT**

The Rite in the Rain story began a century ago in the forests of the Great Pacific Northwest. Entrepreneur Jerry Darling recognized the logging industry’s need for a durable material that could be written on and survive in poor weather conditions. Jerry developed a special coating that created a unique moisture shield on the hand-dipped sheets of paper that he and his wife, Mary, processed at their home. From these humble beginnings, our first all-weather paper was born. Over the many years we’ve perfected and patented our environmentally responsible coating process. Still located in Tacoma, our continued mission is to provide innovative products for professionals and enthusiasts who brave the outdoors.

**EQUIPPING MULTIPLE INDUSTRIES WORLD-WIDE**

![BOUND BOOKS](image7) ![FIELD PLANNERS](image8) ![LOOSE LEAF & BINDERS](image9) ![COVERS & KITS](image10) ![WRITING INSTRUMENTS](image11) ![PRINTER / COPIER BLANK SHEETS](image12)
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